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Absfmct- Communication systems with all-opticaf multicarting h e bctterpe%fo"ce
those mi% opdcdelectricaVoptical conversion Multicast pmtacols assume that all
nodes in the network can fonvard the signal m m one input
to several outputs, Since to fabricate an optical switch with
splhting c&jiity
tech[ogy.
:here
fOu
swirches that are multicast c d k . The heurisrics desirned
for ail-opticaf nenvorh have rb
this limitation In-this
paper; we intmduce a Shonest Path Based FOZSIalgorithmfor
all-optical rrerworkc We pmpose a post-processing algorithm
to reduce the number of wavelength needed The effect of this
post-processing algorithm is also m ' n e d in a well-known
4pP"h
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I. INTRODUCTION

The technology of optical networks is continuously
changing, leading to better performance. The optical
transmission links used to be simple one wavelength
point-to-point connections with optical eansmitters and
receivers. Today this type of optical links are being
replaced with WDM (Wavelength Division Multiplexing)
transmission links to increase the capacity. WDM is
also known as Optical Frequency Division Multiplexing,
since multiple wavelengths are transmitted simultaoeously and combined on the same optical fiber. WDM
technology is very attractive for high-capacity networks,
such as backbone networks, since many data s t r e a m
can be transmitted on the same fiber in parallel. Transmission systems with 10.2 Tbps on a fiber have been

demonstrated [l]. This capacity was obtained using
273 wavelengths, and each wavelength had 40 Chps
mte, ~~~~~d~ many WM transmission
systems are availab1e O' m different pmvidm'
Multicast communication is becoming increasingly
imDortant in the recent vears.
. due to more efficient
bandwidth usage and the increasing popularity of the
point-mnltipoint multimedia applications. In the network
layer, multicast support means that a multicast protocol is
running on the router, so packets are generally forwarded
on %. Tunneling can be used to handle multicast
incapable routers [2].
While the duty of the network layer is to deliver multicast routes (create the multicast tree). the responsability
of the physical layer is to realize the transmission on
the optical network. In order to support multicasting in
the optical domain, the optical switch has to be able to
transmit one incoming signal to several outputs, which
requires the usage of power-splitters. Having splitters in
the switch induces insertion loss and power division loss.
This power loss has to be compensated with amplifiers.
Because of the fabrication complexity of the desired
components, the multicast capable switches are. very
expensive and therefore rarely implemented into existing
system.
In many cases the splitting problem is avoided with
opticaUelectricaVopticalconversion ( O N O ) [31, but this
solution is not so efficient, since the eleceical domain
limits the data rate and introduce delay. Another solution
would be to use tapping devices in the switches with
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special multicast tree generation algorithms [41. This
solution avoids the need of power-splitters, but requires
more wavelengths. In this paper we will focus on alloptical solutions and rely on the currently implemented
switch architectures.
IP layer multicasting with physical layer unicasting
avoids the use of Om0 converters and the splitting ability of the switches. Measurements show that all-optical
multicasting can reduce the number of wavelengths with
60% compared tn optical nnicasting [51. All-optical trees
are realized by light-trees, which are point-to-multipoint
optical connections [6]. This concept reduces the number
of transceivers and the average packet hop distance in
the network. The set of light-trees generated is called
light-forest
In this paper we assume that when a node can split,
it has infinite splitting capability. A node with splitting
capability is called multicast capable (MC) node, while
a node without splitting capability is called multicast
incapable (MI) node in the literature [7].A network,
in which all switches are MC nodes is a network with
full splitting capability, while a network with MI nodes
is a sparse splitting capable network. The full splitting
capable network with wavelength conversion capability
can handle the same multicast trees as the electronical
domain. In case of sparse splitting capability or lack
of wavelength converters, the multicast tree has to be
realized differently in the optical domain than in the
electronicaldomain. In this paper sparse splitting capable
networks with full wavelength conversion capability are
discussed.
Finding a tree with minimal total cost in sparse
splitting capable networks is referred to as a Degree Constmined Steiner Problem (DCSP) [8]. This theoretical
graph problem is a generalization of the Steiner Problem,
and is therefore also NP-complete [9]. While an optimal
tree for the Steiner Problem always exists. this is not the
case for the DCSP problem, that is why forests have to
be used.
11. MATHEMATICAL
BACKGROUND

Consider a connected network G = (V, E),where
V is a set of vertices and E a set of edges, a cost
function with positive value d(e) on edges e E E, a
source, s, and a group, Z, of destinations. In order to
realize multicasting, the construction of a tree spanning
ZU{s} is needed. Generally, two kind of multicast trees
are used:
shortestpathtrees,
mini" Steiner trees.
Shortest path trees are designed to minimize the delay
from the sonrce s to each destination, or member, m E

i

sOuTce

0

member of the group

Fig. 1. Unsolvable topology for Minimum Steiner Tree Roblcm and
for Shortest Path Bard Tree Roblem

2. Let the shortest path from s to m be path(& m). The

Shortest Path Based Tree can then be defined as:

T=

U path(s,m).
mEZ

This problem can be solved by using the Dijkstra algorithm [lo].
The total cost d(T) of a tree, T , is defined as the sum
of the cost of all edges in T:

d(T) =

d(e).
CET

The Minimum Steiner tree is the tree T
' with minimal
cost d(T*)spanning ZU{s}. Finding T' is NP-complete
1111, that is why heuristics are frequently used.
In sparse splitting capable optical networks, finding
a Shortest Path Based Tree or a Minimum Steiner tree
is not always solvable because of M I nodes. In Figure
1, a tree spanning A. B and C can not be found due
to the splitting incapability of the D branching node. A
forest has to be built in order to obtain a solution. In the
following, the Degree Constrained Shortest Path Based
Forest Problem and the Degree Constrained Steiner
Problem are described.

A. Degree ConstrainedShortest Path Based Foresf Pmblem
Finding a forest of Shortest Path Based Trees,
spanning 2 U {s} and respecting node constraints. will
be called the Degree Constrained Shortest Path Based
Forest Problem (DCSPF). This problem is an extension
of the Shortest Path Tree Problem. The DCSPF can
always be solved by using the set of shortest paths
between the source and the destination. The goal is to
find a forest that:
minimizes the number of Shortest Path Based Trees
(DCSPF-1),
minimizes the total cost (DCSPF-2).
By reduction to the Set Covering Problem, it can be
shown that DCSPF-1 is NP-complete. By reduction to
the Weighted Set Covering Problem, it can be shown that
DCSPF-2 is also NP-complete, so heuristics should be

.
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used. Heuristics we will propose will be for the DCSPF1 problem.

B. Degme Construined Steiner Pmblem
This problem is first referred in 181. Given the set
M I S of MI nodes, a minimum total cost forest with
branching nodes not in MIS has to be found. Many
heuristics exist for this problem, such as the m o d 5
cation of Takahashi-Matsuyama algorithm 1121, called
Member-Only (MO) [5]. Some heuristics for these two
problems are mentioned in the following section.
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111. HEURISTICS FOR SPARSE SPLITTING CAPABLE
NETWORKS

Three meaics have been considered in order to compare different heuristics:
number of wavelengths,
number of wavelength channels,
average delay from the source to the members.
Since the number of wavelengths is limitd on each
link, it is important to minimize the. number of wavelengths needed by a forest. On a forest some edges can
belong to several trees. These edges must have different
wavelengths. The number of wavelengths is defined as
the maximum number of trees sharing the same edge.
The number of wavelength chnnnels in a forest is equal
to the s u m of the total number of edges on each tree.
There are two important categories of algorithms used
for IP multicast routing:
Heuristic approaching Minimum Steiner trees,
Shortest Path Based Tree algorithms.
Most of the existing heuristics in &-optical networks
approach Minimum Steiner trees. A Minimum Steiner
tree minimizes the total cost of the partial spanning tree.
MO is a well-known heuristic for sparse splitting capable networks [5]. It is a modification of the TakahashiMatsnyama heuristic. First the source is connected to
the closest member by a shortest path, creating a tree.
In each iteration, the closest node to the tree is connected
either to a splitting capable node or to a leaf node, by a
shortest path.

fig. 2.

Spanning tne created by the Shoncst Path Based Forest

heuristic.

'w'
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A. Shortest Path Based Forest heuristic
We propose an algorithm, which is in the Shortest
Path Based Tree algorithm category. It is called Shortest
Path Based Forest algorithm (SP). The original version
of this algorithm is used by MOSPF and is not able to
handle the splitting capability of switches [2]. We have
modified the Shortest Path Based Tree algorithm to take
into account the splitting capability of nodes. We propose
two main steps for SP to provide a good solution. The

(a)

SP heuristic

(b) S3P heuristic

Pig. 3. Comparisons of SNdied hcllristics - (a): SP (b): S3P.

first is tbe constmction of the shortest pathes from the
source to the destinations. In step two, patbes are merged
together if the resulting tree o d y contains MC branching
nodes. The created forest covers the same edges as the
shortest pathes. On Figure 2, three trees are needed to
handle the splitting incapability constraints. On the first
step, 4 trees are created. since there are 4 destinations.
Only the path from the source to C and the path from
the source to D can be merged on the second step.
The SP algorithm is optimal for the delay meeic
and solutions can be found in polynomial time. It can
generate more trees. The uees can be overlapped on
several edges, which increase the number of needed
wavelengths. This shortcoming can be improved with
a post-processing algorithm. In the next section we
propose a post-processing algorithm, which improves the
feature of SP.

B. Post Processing Algorithm
The post-processing algorithm (PP) is designed to
reduce the number of wavelengths needed by the forest
built by our proposed heuristic. SP. The PP algorithm
applied on the SP algorithm will be called S3P.
Certain trees are merged together using shortest path
in order to decrease the number of wavelengths (since
the number of trees decreases). ' h o trees are merged
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only if two leaves z and y satisfy:

.6p

d(z,y) 5 min{d(x,suurce), d(y,smrce)},
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Fig. 4. Delay from the source to the destinations in MO and in SP.
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where d(z,y) is the distance between z and a, in the
me.
Each merging induces a loop, which has to be removed. PP removes the longest possible path to keep the
tree skucture. This path has the following properties:
e The extremities have to be either members or having
degree greater or equal than 3 in the tree.

begin
forall member z do
find the closest memher a, to z such as
(z, y E M C S or z, y are leaves) and Tz# TV
fl d ( z ,Y) 5 min{d(z, source), d(Y, SmrCe)}
then
if Tzand T, can be connected by the
shortest oath from z to II then
T,, i-T', U TuU Wh(x,y)
remove from T,, the loop by removing
the longest path
delete T, from the forest
delete Ti from the forest
add Tzy to the forest
endif
endif
endforall
end

w-

where I(x, y) is the longest path which can be removed
by merging '
I'
and
' Tv. Finally, a spanning tree can be
constructed in G' using the Prim algorithm [131. The
resulting tree is transfmed back into a forest in G.

I
I

I

IV. EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS
The behavior of the studied algorithms were analyzed
in realistic network topologies.
The Doar algorithm has been used to generate topolo
gies 1141. Nodes are generated randomly on the Cartesian
coordinate grid. Edges are added to each node pairs
considering the following probability function:
IPI

where L is the maximum distance between the nodes.
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the proposed mcdiication, the S3P algorithm becomes
a good candidate for multicast routing protocols in alloptical networks.
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